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From Honkai Impact 3 Wiki Stable wavered DPS. Support and management skills. It's a great solo performance. The main combination of source editing Shield Break Attract Fire Stun Information Source Editing Valkyrie Ranger is the form used by Kiana Kaslana during her time at St. Freya High School.This type of
mecha range form is used to keep the distance with the enemy, allowing the user to inflict damage from afar. Kiana stays away from her enemies, shooting them repeatedly, the more she shoots, the more damage she inflicts. It gets charged after three consecutive shots, and unleashes Aerolite Impact for a more
powerful hit. While the enemy is frozen, bring the Valkyrie Ranger to the battlefield to inflict an insane amount of damage on one target. Combination 1 SEE: Super Gravity Breaking Enemy Shields and Stuns Them to Summon The Chariot in THE USE Of the Chariot the ultimate set of enemies to attack. Combination 2
SEE: Freezing art Break enemy shields to cause Goushinnso Memento's TK Black Hole pull in provides attack capabilities for Memento. Weapon Stigmata Weapon Stigmata Leader SkillFlying Comet Special AttackCombo Skills: Aerolite Impact PassivePassing UltimateGungnir Evasion FireSingularity Basic
AttackGyrodrive Kata Flying Comet Leader Bonus: Speed Boost: Team Gets 10% Speed Move. Characters like MECH are gaining a 5% attack rate. Speed Boost Team gets 25% of the speed. MeCH characters gain 14% of the attack rate. Combo skill: Aerolite impact fires a power shot after 3 consecutive shots. Power
Shot: 350% ATK Physical DMG for all purposes in a straight line. Comet Blast Crete hit Combo ATKs has a 50.0% chance to stun enemies for 3.0s. Nova Barrage Combo ATKs additionally deals 296 Physical DMG against goal. Fall Comet When performing Combo ATKs, get Ignore Interruption and 60.0% DEF. Passive
passive bonuses are applied automatically. Antimatter Rounds deal 60.0% more than DMG vs. Shields. A crushing blow when the shield breaks, stuns the enemy on 4.0s and trades 100% atK physical DMG. Critical skill get 10.0% Crete DMG. The deal is 50.0% larger than Crit DMG against frozen enemies. Gungnir Fire
causes Valkyrie a heavy cannon to blow away at the enemies in front of her. Supernatural Cannon: Up to 1200% ATK Physical DMG. SP Cost: 50 qlt; Valkyrie Impact Last Hit Ultimate Stuns The Enemy for 5.0s. Valkyrie Impulse During Ultimate, tap ATK repeatedly to additionally deal with 371 Fire DMG for each crane
(maximum: 15 times). Valkyrie Frenzy Ultimate gets 20.0% Crit DMG. Singularity fast wheels away to avoid enemy attacks. It can run twice in a row. Black Hole: Triggers on Ultimate Evasion. Lasts for 2s, during which it pulls in enemies nearby. CD: 10s. zlt;lt; after evading the fight or entering the fray, get a 70.0% speed
move for 4.0s. CD: 6s. Time Bender shortens CD CD Tax evasion by 3.0. Nova Collapse extends the duration of the energy black hole to 5.0 s and extends the pull range by 6.0 meters. Girodreave Kata Fire 4 shots in quick succession. First shot: 100% ATK physical DMG. Second shot: 100% ATK Physical DMG. Third
shot: 150% ATK physical DMG. 4th shot: 250% ATK physical DMG. The Fire Concentrate Each re-attack against the same target receives 2% of the ATK speed (maximum: 35%). Bleeding Shot Crit hit major ATKs has an 80% chance of bleeding enemies, dealing with 255 Physical DMG every 0.5s for 4.0s. SEE: Meteor
Showers CTE: Triggers When the Enemy Is Frozen, Dealing 600% ATK Physical DMG vs. One Target. Reducing their DEF by 60% for 6s. Dormitory Chibi edit Source Origin: Valkyrie Ranger Battlesuit Background Date of Birth Dec 7 Height 163cm Gender Female Weight 49kg Organization Schicksal Birthplace
Unknown Valkyrie Armor Story 1 Ranger Battle Suit is Kiana Special Schicksal Far East branch of The Valkyria form. To boost the morale of the students, Principal Teresa allowed St. Freya High to customize its uniforms and combat suits. That's why Kiana, May and Armour wear different uniforms. Valkyrie Armor Story
2 Valkyrie uniforms are regarded as casual wear and thus have poor defensive capabilities. While wearing a Ranger uniform, Kian will adopt a range of combat style instead of her heavy melee kata. This large ammo belt looks pretty brutal, but it allows Kean to stay in combat for longer periods of time. She also prefers it
that way. Valkyrie Armor Story 3 Kiana also wanted to adopt her father Sygrie's style and tried to customize her costume like a long coat. But the coat made her combat suit too heavy. She later changed it to a light cloak. Although she continued to complain about her irresponsible father, Kiana actually did everything she
could to look like him with a cloak and a belt of ammunition. There are already many guides out there that appreciate the usefulness of each Valkyrie in Honkai Impact 3, but not all of them are necessarily F2P friendly. Here, I hope to give some pointers to the Valkyrie agriculture for new players entering the middle of the
game at level 45. I'll try to get new players into the game as quickly as possible, keeping in mind the strengths of every Valkyrie in the endgame, so that less stamina is wasted on suboptimal choices. Because the Infinite Abyss is the largest source of crystals for F2P players, and thus their best chance of getting the best
in slot gear, the guide will be biased towards the Valkyries, good in the abyss. Every Valkyrie that is good in the abyss can be used for good effect in other single modes, but not every good good Valkyrie is good in the abyss. So I think it's a solid goal in the middle of the game. (For those in the know, this guide suggests
the Infinite Yamabuki Armor laser is fixed) Without a reliable crowd attraction, Abyss floors take much longer to clear. Even if it doesn't make the game harder, it certainly makes it more tedious. Do yourself a favor and make VR a top priority. It is by far the most consistent amort, and is also able to bring different types of
CC into the box depending on your preferences. Hope you have saved these Colt Peacemakers.Once you get an attraction, you will need an AoE DPS. This area is more active. Snow Sniper is actually quite weak to the SS rank, and even weaker, at least Plank (B). However, on the SS rank with a good stigmatization
load, the power of a snow sniper jumps to the top of the pack. Choosing the SS leaves you at the mercy of God's random number, but if you're lucky, you've saved a decent amount of time that would have been spent gearing Valkya Triumph instead. Another option for AoE DPS is Valkyrie Triumph. It has much easier
gear, stronger than a snow sniper at this point in the game, and has healing to boot. However, keep in mind that it will fall late to the game with lower damage, especially since it can't facetank enemies to get the charged attacks off all the time. The choice of VT delays the strength of the lategame for a more comfortable
midgame. Next, you need support. There is still a choice to be made, but in my opinion this one is easy. On paper, Divine Prayer looks worse than the Yamabuki Armor. Most of her healing is locked behind the 75 SP ultimate, her leader's ability is limited in usefulness, and her DPS is a terrible up to the SS rank.
However, it is a great choice for two reasons: First, the Shields Yamabuki Armor do not protect against the bleeding of the Abyss, which is the largest source of damage in the abyss. Yamabuki Healing Armor relies on the ability to hit a large crowd of enemies several times, but most of its time in the abyss will be spent
fighting just a few high HP miniboss mobs. Second, Divine Prayer has a much greater ability to lock time on bosses. This is crucial because most bosses immume to every type of CC except lock time/break time. One of my favorite ways to deal with The Abyss bosses is to be locked in with Divine Prayer, switch to
Shadow Dash and attack combos 3 times and then switch back to Divine Prayer.If you're already blessed with a good DPS, consider getting Yamabuki Armor instead. It has one of the best leader skills in the game for DPS, and you don't need healing if your DPS is high enough to keep enemies dropping health packs on
Speed. Yamabuki Armor can be a good option for those who prioritize VT over Snow Sniper as VT helps pick up the slack on healing. Yamabuki Armor itself also causes much more damage to the explosion than divine prayer, making it a much better choice for with enemies like Mech. As the abyss temperature
continues to rise, you will want to have a special single-target DPS for the purposes of boss murder. Shadow Dash takes advantage over Miko because it's easier to build a high combo count on SD, her co-op team's skill is amazing, and because she's particularly good against Wendy. On the SS rank with 3 shadows on
the field, the SD can keep Wendy reeling blocked, stopping her elite shield from recharging for a long time. Investing in SD also feeds Memento, a solid elementary character of DPS. Fortunately, you don't have to choose here as the snippets for Miko are obtained in a different way. So you can farm both SD and Miko at
the same time. It's not a waste of time to invest in both Valkyries, as both are different types, and it helps to have a more diverse list for Memorial Arena. Keeping the Open World also promotes snippets for Memento and Measuring Break.Once you have a Valkyrie from each of the 4 categories, you can farm the other
Valkyrie in pairs, or consider the Valkyrie below: VC is known as one of the best boss killer valkyries in the game, but much of its power is closed behind the SS rank. The Valkyries above can perform other VC roles. However, make sure to buy VC frags whenever they come to the store, and consider farming VC frags if
you have spare stamina. If Mko and Memento didn't have enough reason to make the open world up, then DB should be a clincher. DB is considered one of the best supports because it keeps lock time that Divine Prayer has, adds an AoE effect to it, and trades in healing for truck damage. DB is indispensable for any
team killing the boss, and works against mobs in the abyss.
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